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Why don't clouds fall?

Abstract

Based on gravitomagnetism theory, a mathematical model of cloud is suggested. It allows answering the question put in the header.

First of all, let us describe briefly the known concept of formation, composition and structure of a cloud [1–5].

Cloud formation is always associated with adiabatic cooling of rising air [1]. Only adiabatic processes are executed in the existing cloud. [2]. Cloud consists of drops. The droplet diameter being 2 to 200 μm. The bigger diameter drops are rain drops. A drop is formed as a result of steam condensation on an ultimate solid particle. Usually these are sea salt particles present in air.

Processes of drop disintegration, merging, attraction and repelling (physics of these processes will not be reviewed here [1-5]). But on average there is some distance between drops, countable in millimetres. Stokes has proved that very small spherical bodies of less than 0.02 mm in diameter fall at a very low speed. Drops may be held with a weak upflow (less than 0.5 meters per second) of air [2, 5]. But the real drops preceding a rainfall are of 0.2 millimeters in size. For a cloud to be held by the air upflow, the upflow should be strong enough and penetrate into the entire thickness of the air, i.e. into the hundreds of meters. But this contradicts the generally recognized fact that there are only adiabatic processes in the cloud.

So, a cloud is a limited air volume in which separate drops move. Since all processes in a cloud are adiabatic type, no energy is transferred into this volume, and there is no exterior air flow.

The question we are interested in is: how can such a structure of separate drops exist and avoid falling? For the interior adiabatic processes can not create an ascentional force for the whole cloud, and no exterior air flow is present.

Another question is not so evident, it is identifying the energy source which mixes thousand tons of water. The internal energy which appeared in the cloud when it was formed at adiabatic cooling of ascending air is evidently insufficient for performance of such a work.

The identical questions arise during consideration of a dust whirl [6]. There the separate dust particles form a stable vertical column. In [6]
it is shown within the gravitomagnetism that the sand whirl energy source is gravitational field energy, and then the whirl shape preservation is explained. For details about gravitomagnetism theory see [8].

By analogy with sand whirl, the cloud model is based on the following assumptions. A cloud consists of material particles – drops. The particle movement assimilates to mass flows. Mass flows in gravitational field are described by Maxwell-like gravitation equations – MGE equations. The interaction between moving masses is described by Lorentz gravitomagnetic forces.

The mass flows generated in the cloud circulate across the whirl and vertically (up and down). Kinetic energy of such circulation is consumed on losses due to collisions of drops. It is transferred from a gravitating body – Earth. Potential energy of cloud does not change and, consequently, it is not consumed. It means that in this case there is no conversion of potential energy to kinetic energy and vice versa. However, gravitating body consumes its energy on generation and maintenance of mass flows.

Support of the cloud above earth is explained as follows. From analogy between Maxwell equations and MGE equations it follows that gravitational energy flow S may exist. Such a flow can exist and be unchanged over time. A gravitational impulse exists alongside with the flow. If a body is in a gravitational energy flow (and such a flow is unchanged over time), then force F=S\(c\) (c is light velocity) opposite flow S acts on the body. It is a consequence of law of conservation of momentum [7]. Let us emphasise again that it is a perfect analogy between gravitational and electromagnetic fields.

Thus, a time-constant gravitational energy flow exists in the cloud alongside with constant mass flow. It is downward-directed. In accordance with the foregoing, an upward-directed force acts on the cloud. It holds the cloud at some height.

Since such a mathematical model is a perfect analogy of the mathematical model of a sand whirl, it will not be discussed in detail.

In conclusion, let us pay attention to similarity in formation of a sand whirl and a cloud – see fotos. Both need initial air stratification: cool heavy air is at the top, warm light air is at the bottom. The warm air will float upwards in such a situation, but it can not lift from a uniformly heated surface. An irregularity is necessary for lifting. It can be a hill, building, a single tree, a car moving across the field, and for a sand whirl also a barchan. Such irregularities are referred to as triggers. The wind twists a whirlwind near the trigger. A rotating mass flow creates a column
of mass flow in which particles rotate, move along radii and circulate vertically. It is a direct consequence of the mathematical model.
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